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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads, and in particular to a pneumatic radial tire suitable for use in heavy load vehicles such as a construction vehicle and capable of preventing a side cut failure that occurs when the tire rides on a projection such as a stone on a running road.

RELATED ART

[0002] In such a tire for a construction vehicle traveling on a rock-strewn road in an underground mine or the like, as FIG. 6A schematically shows a widthwise cross section of a half of a tire in a state where the tire is rotating under load, a sidewall area is deformed to protrude largely outward in a tire width direction and therefore vulnerable to a side cut due to a contact and cutting with the projection such as a stone during rotation as illustrated in FIG. 6B, posing a high risk that the side cut reaches a carcass of the tire to cause malfunction such as puncture.

[0003] In an attempt to cope with the above problem, bias tires including a carcass ply composed of a plurality of layers of which cords intersect each other between the layers have been widely and conventionally used. The reason is that such a bias tire with the thick cord intersecting layers provides a benefit of favorable side cut resistance because a side cut damage is prevented from penetrating into a tire inner surface.

[0004] On the other hand, radial tires often have only a single steel cord carcass ply disposed in a sidewall portion and therefore a smaller rubber thickness of the sidewall portion, thereby carrying a high risk where the side cut easily penetrates into the carcass to cause the puncture, although such a radial tire is more advantageous than the bias tire in terms of wear resistance, traction performance, and weight, as well as manufacturing hour and cost.

[0005] Some techniques have been proposed for preventing the side cut failure. For example, Patent Literature 1 proposes a technique for improving cut growth resistance potential of a radial tire including a steel cord carcass ply on which a reinforcing rubber material is clearly interposed, the steel cord carcass ply turned up along bead cores such that a carcass turn-up portion along each of the bead cores extending to approximately one half height H/2 of a tire height H, wherein in a range of ±0.1H with the one half height H/2 being as the center, a width h and a thickness w of the reinforcing rubber material, a width hlof an overlapping portion of the turn-up portion of the carcass ply, and a thickness wlof the overlapping portion satisfy the following formulae (1) 0.2wl ≤ w ≤ 1.0w1 and (2) 0.5h1 ≤ h ≤ 1.0h1, and the reinforcing rubber material (3) includes 10-80 parts by weight of a high cis-1,4 polybutadiene per 100 parts by weight of rubber and (4) has a modulus of elasticity M at 300% elongation within a range of 60 kgf/cm² ≤ M ≤ 100 kgf/cm² and a rebound resilience coefficient R within a range of 0.4 < R < 0.7. Nevertheless, the technique according to Patent Literature 1 is not sufficient to improve the side cut resistance of the radial tire to an equivalent level to that of the bias tire, and when the side cut occurs, the cut can still spread to the tire inner surface as shown in FIG. 6B.

[0006] Other techniques have been also proposed for reducing occurrence of the side cut per se in order to avoid a possible side cut failure. For example, Patent Literature 2 describes a technique for reducing the occurrence of the side cut by making the sidewall portion substantially perpendicular to a road surface even when the sidewall portion is deformed to protrude largely outward in a tire width direction, by gradually increasing a width of a tire outer surface from a maximum width position of the carcass ply to a position at 0.3 to 0.7 times a radial distance between the maximum width position of the carcass ply and a tread end and also gradually decreasing the width of the tire outer surface from the aforementioned position to the tread end in a widthwise cross section of a tire when the tire is fitted on a application rim, inflated with an internal pressure, and in a no-load state.

[0007] However, according to the tire of Patent Literature 2, the side cut damage cannot be significantly reduced, because a volume of rubber to be disposed in a buttress located in an outer area of the tread ground-contact end in the tire width direction is increased, and a load bearing amount and deflection is increased in the outer area. Furthermore, since the rubber volume is increased in the buttress located in the outer area of the tread ground-contact end, a heat generation amount is increased due to the volume, which might lead to a decrease in resistance against heat generation of the tread rubber.


Attention is also drawn to the disclosure of JP85536139 which shows a tire according to the preamble of claim 1.
SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0009] In view of the above, the present invention aims to provide a pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads that is capable of efficiently preventing occurrence of the side cut due to the projection such as a stone and also capable of decelerating spread of a cut damage to a tire inner surface even when the side cut occurs.

[0010] A pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads according to the present invention comprises a tread portion, a pair of sidewall portions, a pair of bead portions each having a bead core therein, a radial carcass composed of at least one carcass ply including a body portion extending toroidally between the bead cores of the bead portions and turn-up portions turned up along the bead cores, and a tread rubber disposed on an outer circumferential side of a crown region of the carcass, wherein in a widthwise cross section of the tire when the tire is mounted to an application rim and inflated with a specified internal pressure: a turnoff point is defined at an end of an inclined area inclined both outward in a tire width direction and inward in a tire radial direction from a tread ground-contact end of the tread rubber; a maximum tire width position is positioned further outward in the tire width direction than a tire outer surface corresponding to a maximum carcass width position and the turnoff point and is also positioned further outward in the tire radial direction than the turnoff point; an angle $\alpha$ is defined as an acute angle that a line joining an intersection between a virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position forms with respect to a tire radial direction, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in a direction parallel to a tire rotational axis, and the angle $\alpha$ satisfying a relationship $0 < \alpha \leq 30^\circ$; a distance $h$ is defined as a distance in the tire radial direction from a tread center to the maximum tire width position, the distance $h$ ranging from 0.20SH to 0.40SH where SH is a tire section height, and an angle $\beta$ is defined as an acute angle that a line joining the maximum tire width position and the turnoff point forms with respect to the tire radial direction, the angle $\beta$ satisfying a relationship $0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ$; and a reinforcing rubber is disposed between the body portion and the turn-up portion of the carcass over a distance of 0.15SH to 0.25SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position and over a distance of 0.20SH to 0.30SH inward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position, the reinforcing rubber having a modulus of elasticity $M$ at 300% elongation ranging from 60 to 100 kgf/cm² and a rebound resilience coefficient $R$ in a range 0.4 < $R$ < 0.7.

[0011] Note that the phrase "application rim" as used herein refers to any of rims specified in industrial standards valid in respective regions where tires are manufactured and used. Examples of such industrial standards include JATMA (Japan Automobile Tire Manufacturers Association) YEAR BOOK in Japan, ETRTO (European Tyre and Rim Technical Organisation) STANDARDS MANUAL in Europe, and TRA (THE TIRE and RIM ASSOCIATION INC.) in the United States. The phrase "specified internal pressure" refers to a maximum air pressure specified in JATMA or the like. The phrase "maximum carcass width position" refers to a position corresponding to the maximum width of the toroidally extending carcass in a widthwise cross section of the tire when the tire is mounted to the application rim specified by JATMA or the like and inflated with the maximum air pressure specified by the JATMA standard according to a tire size, and denotes a direct distance between outermost carcass plies when the carcass comprises a plurality of carcass plies. The phrase "maximum tire width position" refers to a position corresponding to the maximum width in the widthwise cross section of the tire when the tire is mounted to the application rim specified by JATMA or the like and inflated with the maximum air pressure specified by the JATMA standard according to the tire size. The section height SH of the tire refers to a length corresponding to 1/2 of a difference between an outer diameter of the tire and a rim diameter when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, and in the no-load state.

[0012] The phrase "modulus of elasticity $M$ at 300% elongation" refers to a tensile stress (M300) at 300% elongation when a ring-shaped rubber test piece is prepared, and the rubber test piece is subjected to an elongation test at a temperature of 60°C according to JIS K6251. The phrase "rebound resilience coefficient $R$" refers to a value obtained by preparing a rubber test piece and pressing a needle of a predetermined shape against a surface of the test piece via a spring to measure a depth of the needle from the surface according to JIS K6253.

[0013] In the aforementioned tire, it is more preferable that a distance $m_1$ is defined as a distance of the inclined area of the tread rubber in the tire width direction, the distance $m_1$ ranging from 0.08SH to 0.10SH, and that a distance $m_2$ is defined as a distance in the tire radial direction from the tread center to the turn-off point T, the distance $m_2$ ranging from 0.08SH to 0.10SH.

[0014] It is also preferable that, when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified internal pressure, and applied with a load corresponding to a specified mass, an angle $\gamma$ is defined as an acute angle that the line joining the intersection between the virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position forms with respect to the virtual line, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in the direction parallel to the tire axis line, and the angle $\gamma$ satisfying a relationship $70^\circ \leq \gamma \leq 90^\circ$.

[0015] Furthermore, it is preferable that a radially outermost end of the reinforcing rubber is positioned further inward in the tire radial direction than the maximum tire width position.

[0016] In a pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads according to the present invention, particularly in a widthwise cross section of the tire when the tire is mounted to an application rim and inflated with a specified internal pressure: a turnoff...
point is defined at an end of an inclined area inclined both outward in a tire width direction and inward in a tire radial direction from a tread ground-contact end of the tread rubber; a maximum tire width position is positioned further outward in the tire width direction than a tire outer surface corresponding to a maximum carcass width position and the turnoff point and is also positioned further outward in the tire radial direction than the maximum carcass width position and the turnoff point; an angle \( \alpha \) is defined as an acute angle that a line joining an intersection between a virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position forms with respect to a radial line segment, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in a direction parallel to a tire axis line, and the angle \( \alpha \) satisfying a relationship \( 0 < \alpha \leq 30^\circ \); and a distance \( h \) is defined as a distance in the tire radial direction from a tread center to the maximum tire width position, the distance \( h \) ranging from 0.20SH to 0.40SH wherein SH is a tire section height, and an angle \( \beta \) is defined as an acute angle that a line joining the maximum tire width position and the turnoff points with respect to the radial line segment, the angle \( \beta \) satisfying a relationship \( 0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ \). With the above structures, when the tire is applied with a load corresponding to a specified mass, as FIG. 1A schematically shows a widthwise cross section of a half of the tire during rotation under load, a line joining a maximum tire width position in a no-load state and the intersection between the virtual line and the tire outer surface is inclined inward with respect to a road surface in the tire width direction, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in a direction parallel to a rim diameter line. As a result, even when a sidewall area protrudes outward in the tire width direction, the sidewall area is prevented from becoming wider than a buttress, and accordingly, occurrence of a side cut is prevented in the sidewall area even when the tire rides on the projection such as a stone, and an amount of rubber to be disposed in the buttress is also reduced. Consequently, the tire according to the present invention provides high level of compatibility between the side cut resistance, a reduction in load on the buttress, and the resistance against heat generation.

More specifically, if the angle \( \alpha \) is greater than 30°, the amount of rubber to be used in the buttress is increased, and a heat generation amount in the buttress area is increased. As a result, the resistance against heat generation in the area might be degraded.

If the distance \( h \) is less than 0.20SH, the amount of rubber to be disposed in the buttress is increased and a rubber volume is increased, which leads to an increase in heat generation amount. On the other hand, if the distance \( h \) is greater than 0.40SH, the side cut resistance might not be improved in an area vulnerable to the side cut, especially in an area located radially inward from the buttress.

If the angle \( \beta \) is 30° or more, the side cut resistance might not be improved.

A reinforcing rubber is disposed between the body portion and the turn-up portion of the carcass over a distance of 0.15SH to 0.25SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position and over a distance of 0.20SH to 0.30SH inward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position, the reinforcing rubber having a modulus of elasticity \( M \) at 300% elongation ranging from 60 to 100 kgf/cm\(^2\) and a rebound resilience coefficient \( R \) in a range \( 0.4 < R < 0.7 \). With the above structure, the area of the tire that is vulnerable to the side cut is disposed with the reinforcing rubber, and owing to the reinforcing rubber, even when the side cut occurs, as FIG. 1B schematically shows a widthwise cross section of the half of the tire during the rotation under load, a line joining a maximum tire width position in a direction parallel to a rim diameter line. As a result, even when the tire rides on the projection such as a stone, and a heat generation amount in the buttress area is increased. As a result, the resistance against heat generation in the area might be degraded.

More particularly, if the reinforcing rubber is disposed over a distance of less than 0.15SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position, the reinforcing rubber might not protect the area where the cut damage and the spread of the damage may occur. As a result, the spread of the cut damage might not be decelerated. On the other hand, if the reinforcing rubber is disposed over a distance of greater than 0.25SH, this means that the stiff reinforcing rubber is disposed on an area of the tire that is largely deformed. In this circumstance, the reinforcing rubber might bring about a failure such as separation.

More particularly, if the reinforcing rubber is disposed over a distance of less than 0.20SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position, the reinforcing rubber might not protect the area where the cut damage and the spread of the damage may occur. As a result, the spread of the cut damage might not be decelerated. On the other hand, if the reinforcing rubber is disposed over a distance of greater than 0.30SH, the stiff reinforcing rubber is inevitably disposed on an area of the tire that is largely deformed. In this case, the reinforcing rubber might bring about a failure such as separation.

If the modulus of elasticity \( M \) at 300% elongation is less than 60 kgf/cm\(^2\), rigidity of the sidewall portion is decreased. On the other hand, if the modulus of elasticity \( M \) at 300% elongation is greater than 100 kgf/cm\(^2\), it becomes difficult to prevent spread growth of the cut damage to the tire inner surface, and rigidity of the sidewall portion might be excessively increased.

If the rebound resilience coefficient \( R \) is 0.4 or less, rigidity of the sidewall portion is decreased. On the other hand, if the rebound resilience coefficient \( R \) is 0.7 or more, it might be impossible to maintain crack growth resistance of a rubber composition constituting the reinforcing rubber.
Thus, with the aforementioned structures, the tire according to the present invention provides a tire shape that is capable of reducing the occurrence of the side cut and also decelerates the spread of the side cut to the tire inner surface.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1A schematically shows a widthwise cross section of a half of a radial tire for heavy loads according to an embodiment during rotation under load when the tire is mounted to an application rim, inflated with a specified air pressure, and applied with a load corresponding to a specified mass.

FIG. 1B schematically shows a state in which a side cut occurs in the tire of FIG. 1A.

FIG. 2 is a widthwise cross section of a half of a radial tire for heavy loads according to an embodiment when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, and in a no-load state.

FIG. 3 is a widthwise cross section of the half of the tire shown in FIG. 2 when the tire is applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass.

FIG. 4 is a widthwise cross section of a half of a radial tire for heavy loads according to another embodiment when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, and in the no-load state.

FIG. 5 is a widthwise cross section of the half of the tire shown in FIG. 4 when the tire is applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass.

FIG. 6A schematically shows a cross section of a half of a conventional tire during rotation under load when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, and applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass.

FIG. 6B schematically shows a state when a side cut occurs in the tire of FIG. 6A.

**DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS**

The following describes a radial tire for heavy loads according to the present invention in detail with reference to the drawings. In FIG. 2 showing an embodiment of the radial tire for heavy loads, a reference numeral 1 refers to a tread portion, a reference numeral 2 refers to a pair of sidewall portions continuous with either side of the tread portion 1 and extending radially inward, a reference numeral 3 refers to bead portions each continuous with one of the pair of sidewall portions and extending radially inward.

The radial tire for heavy loads shown in FIG. 2 comprises a pair of bead portions 3 each having a hexagonal bead core 4 embedded therein, and a radial carcass 5 composed of a single carcass ply including a body portion 5a extending toroidally between the bead cores 4 and turn-up portions 5b each turned up along one of the pair of bead cores 4 from an inner side to an outer side in the tire width direction. Note that the carcass ply may be formed by a steel cord, an organic fiber cord, or the like extending orthogonal to a tire circumferential direction, for example. Each turn-up portion 5b of the carcass extends to a point corresponding to 0.30 to 0.46% of a section height SH of the tire as measured from a rim diameter line.

A belt 6 consisting of four belt layers in which cords are intersected with each other between the layers and a tread rubber 7 are sequentially arranged on an outer circumferential side of a crown region of the carcass 5, and an area extending radially inward from a tread ground-contact end E over a distance of 20 to 40% of a tread ground-contact width forms a buttress 8. Although not shown, a surface of the tread rubber 7 is provided with a plurality of lateral grooves or the like extending along a tread width direction. Note that the phrase "tread ground-contact width" refers to a maximum direct distance in a tire axis direction, providing that the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, disposed on a flat board vertically at a standstill, and applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass.

In the sidewall portion 2 and the bead portion 3, an outer side in the tire width direction of the carcass 5 is covered by a side rubber disposed along an outer surface of the carcass 5.

In the above radial tire for heavy loads: a turnoff point T is defined at an end of an inclined area 9 of the tread rubber 7, the inclined area 9 inclined both inward in the radial direction and outward in the tire width direction from the tread ground-contact end E; a maximum tire width position B is positioned further outward in the tire width direction than the turnoff point T and is also positioned further outward in the radial direction than the maximum carcass width position C and further inward in the radial direction than the turnoff point T; an angle α is defined as an acute angle that a line joining the intersection D between a virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position B forms with respect to a tire radial direction, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position C in a direction parallel to a tire rotation axis, and the angle α satisfying a relation 0 < α ≤ 30°, preferably 4° ≤ α ≤ 14°; a distance h is defined as a distance in the radial direction from a tread center A to the maximum tire width position B, the distance h ranging from...
0.20SH to 0.40SH where SH is the section height of the tire; and an angle $\beta$ is defined as an acute angle that a line joining the maximum tire width position B and the turnoff point T forms with respect to the tire radial direction, the angle $\beta$ satisfying a relation $0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ$, preferably $7^\circ \leq \beta \leq 17^\circ$.

[0032] Furthermore, a reinforcing rubber 10 is disposed between the body portion 5a and the turn-up portion 5b of the carcass continuously over a distance g1 of 0.15SH to 0.25SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position C and a distance g2 of 0.20SH to 0.30SH inward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position C, the reinforcing rubber 10 having a modulus of elasticity M at 300% elongation ranging from 60 to 100 kgf/cm² and a rebound resilience coefficient R in a range 0.4 < R < 0.7.

[0033] The reinforcing rubber 10 has a radially outermost end 10a located further inward in the radial direction than the maximum tire width position B and a radially innermost end 10b located further inward in the radial direction than the turn-up portion 5b of the carcass.

[0034] A thickness of the reinforcing rubber 10 is made substantially constant in a central area 10c located between the radially outermost end 10a and the radially innermost end 10b, and gradually decreased toward both the ends 10a, 10b. An average thickness in the central area 10c is preferably 15 ± 5mm in order to prevent the progress of cracks.

[0035] Between the body portion 5a and the turn-up portion 5b of the carcass in each bead portion 3, a hard bead filler 11 having a substantially triangle cross section gradually tapering outward in the radial direction from the corresponding bead core 4 and made of a hard rubber may be disposed, and a soft bead filler 12 having a trapezoid cross section with its short side laid along the carcass body portion and made of a rubber softer than the hard bead filler 11 may also be disposed further outward in the radial direction from the hard bead filler 11. The hard bead filler 11 is disposed along the body portion 5a of the carcass, and the soft bead filler 12 is disposed between the hard bead filler 11 and the reinforcing rubber 10 along the body portion 5a and the turn-up portion 5b of the carcass. In the above circumstance, sides forming the hard bead filler 11 and the soft bead filler 12 may be straight, curved, and polygonal lines.

[0036] Disposing the hard bead filler 11 almost along the portion 5a of the carcass reduces occurrence of the tire failure by decreasing strains caused when the tire stumbles.

[0037] In the above pneumatic tire, a distance $m_1$ is defined as a distance in the tire width direction of the inclined area 9 inclined both outward in the tire width direction and inward in the radial direction from the tread ground-contact end E of the tread rubber 7, the distance $m_1$ preferably satisfying a relationship $0.08SH \leq m_1 \leq 0.10SH$, and a distance $m_2$ is defined as a distance in the radial direction of the inclined area 9, the distance $m_2$ preferably satisfying a relationship $0.08SH \leq m_2 \leq 0.10SH$.

[0038] With the above structure, rubber corners of the buttress 8, which is less likely to receive the side cut compared with the sidewall portion 2, are chamfered. As a result, the tire provides compatibility between the side cut resistance and the resistance against heat generation.

[0039] The reinforcing rubber 10 is more likely to generate heat and is larger in rubber thickness compared with the rubber materials located at a periphery of the reinforcing rubber 10. Furthermore, an end of the belt 6 tends to generate heat. However, by positioning the radially outermost end 10a of the reinforcing rubber 10 further inward in the radial direction than the maximum tire width position B, the radially outermost end 10a of the reinforcing rubber 10 is positioned at a distance from the above areas, whereby failure due to the heat generation is prevented.

[0040] Preferably, the reinforcing rubber 10 is disposed along the body portion 5a of the carcass. By doing so, the spread of the side cut to the carcass body portion 5a is restrained even when the side cut occurs, so that the failure at an early stage is prevented.

[0041] Preferably, the reinforcing rubber 10 is made of a rubber softer than that of the hard bead filler 11 and harder than that of the soft bead filler 12.

[0042] In FIG. 3 showing a widthwise cross section of the half of the above-described tire when the tire is applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass, in the cross section along the tire width direction when the tire is inflated with the specific internal pressure and in the no-load state, an angle $\gamma$ is defined as an acute angle that the line joining an intersection F between the virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position G forms with respect to the virtual line, the virtual line passing through the maximum width position of carcass 5 in the direction parallel to the rim diameter line, and the angle $\gamma$ preferably satisfying a relationship $70^\circ \leq \gamma \leq 90^\circ$.

[0043] With the above structure, even when the tire rides on the projection such as a stone, the side rubber is prevented from being deflected outward in the tire width direction as shown in FIG. 1A, resulting in less chance of the side cut. Consequently, the side cut resistance of the tire is improved.

[0044] More particularly, when the angle $\gamma$ is less than $70^\circ$, a tire section width is increased, and the tire sticks out of the vehicle and exposed to the risks of the side cut. On the other hand, when the angle $\gamma$ is greater than $90^\circ$, the side rubber bulges outward in the tire width direction, possibly hampering the side cut prevention efforts.

[0045] It is also preferable that the reinforcing rubber 10 includes a high cis-1,4 polybutadiene, because with this composition, crack growth resistance is secured, and deterioration of the rubber composition is prevented.

[0046] FIG. 4 is a widthwise cross section of a half of a radial tire for heavy loads according to another embodiment when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified air pressure, and in the no-load state. FIG. 5
is a widthwise cross section of the half of the tire shown in FIG. 4 when the tire is applied with the load corresponding to the specified mass. It should be noted that the same reference numerals are given to the same components as in the aforementioned figures, and a description of such components is not repeated.

[0047] In the present embodiment, a recessed area 13 is formed in the sidewall portion 2 between the maximum tire width position B and the intersection D between the virtual line and the tire outer surface, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position C in a direction parallel to a rim diameter line S, and the recessed area 13 having a curvature radius preferably in a range from SH to 0.5SH.

[0048] According to the above structure, even when the sidewall portion 2 is overloaded, as shown in FIG. 5, the sidewall portion 2 is prevented from being deformed to protrude outward in the tire width direction, and a line joining the maximum tire width position G and the intersection F between the virtual line and the tire outer surface is made substantially parallel to the radial line segment in the widthwise cross section of the tire, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in the direction parallel to the rim diameter line S. As a result, the risks of occurrence of the side cut are efficiently reduced. The condition “substantially parallel to the radial line segment in the widthwise cross section of the tire” as used herein applies when, supposing that an intersection H is defined as an intersection between a virtual line passing through the maximum tire width position G in the direction parallel to the tire axis line and the line passing through the intersection F in the direction parallel to the rim diameter line S, a distance t between the intersection F and the intersection H is 10mm or less.

EXAMPLES

[0049] Next, a test tire having a structure as shown in FIGs. 2 and 3 and a size of 26.5R25VSM5 was prepared, and Example tires and Comparative Example tires 1 to 3 were obtained by modifying specifications of the test tire as shown in Table 1. With respect to each of the obtained tires, the side cut resistance was measured. All the structures of Comparative Example tires other than the tread portion and the sidewall portion are the same as those of Example tires because such structures do not need any modifications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Example 1</th>
<th>Example 2</th>
<th>Example 3</th>
<th>Example 4</th>
<th>Example 5</th>
<th>Example 6</th>
<th>Example 7</th>
<th>Example 8</th>
<th>Comparative Example 1</th>
<th>Comparative Example 2</th>
<th>Comparative Example 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha , (^\circ)$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha , (^\circ)$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma , (^\circ)$</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.4SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.33SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing rubber</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Not present</td>
<td>Not present</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g1</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>0.15SH</td>
<td>0.25SH</td>
<td>0.25SH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g2</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
<td>0.2SH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3SH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m1</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m1</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average thickness of central area (mm)</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each of Example tires and Comparative Example tires 1 to 3 was mounted to a rim of 22.00 / 3.0 and inflated at an internal pressure of 650 kPa, and applied with an additional mass of 18500 kg, and 50 tires of each were brought into the market for test driving. One year later, with respect to each of Example tires and Comparative Example, the tires were sampled and evaluated based on the number of side cut failures per 50 tires. Table 2 shows results of the evaluation. Note that indices in the Table 2 are obtained by setting Comparative Example tire 1 as a control, and that the smaller index indicates the better side cut resistance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Cut failure rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example 1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comparative Example 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut failure rate</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Comparative Example 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut failure rate</th>
<th>80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Comparative Example 3**
From the above results, it was acknowledged that the side cut resistance was significantly improved in Example tires compared with Comparative Example tires 1 to 3.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

1. tread portion
2. sidewall portion
3. bead portion
4. bead core
5. radial carcass
5a. body portion
5b. turn-up portion
6. belt
7. tread rubber
8. buttress
9. inclined area
10. reinforcing rubber
10a. radially outermost end
10b. radially innermost end
10c. central area
11. hard bead filler
12. soft bead filler
13. recess

Claims

1. A pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads comprising a tread portion (1), a pair of sidewall portions (2), a pair of bead portions (3) each having a bead core (4) therein, a radial carcass (5) composed of at least one carcass ply including a body portion (5a) extending toroidally between the bead cores of the bead portions and turn-up (5b) portions turned up along the bead cores, and a tread rubber disposed on an outer circumferential side of a crown region of the carcass, wherein

in a widthwise cross section of the tire when the tire is mounted to an application rim and inflated with a specified internal pressure: a turnoff point (T) is defined at an end of an inclined area (9) inclined both outward in a tire width direction and inward in a tire radial direction from a tread ground-contact end (E) of the tread rubber;
a maximum tire width position (B) is positioned further outward in the tire width direction than a tire outer surface corresponding to a maximum carcass width position (C) and the turnoff point and is also positioned further outward in the tire radial direction than the maximum carcass width position and further inward in the tire radial direction than the turnoff point;

an angle $\alpha$ is defined as an acute angle that a line joining an intersection (D) between a virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position forms with respect to the tire radial direction, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in a direction parallel to a tire rotation axis, and the angle $\alpha$ satisfying a relationship $0 < \alpha \leq 30^\circ$; and

a distance $h$ is defined as a distance in the tire radial direction from a tread center (A) to the maximum tire width position, the distance $h$ ranging from 0.20SH to 0.40SH where SH is a tire section height, and an angle $\beta$ is defined as an acute angle that a line joining the maximum tire width position and the turnoff point forms with respect to the tire radial direction, the angle $\beta$ satisfying a relationship $0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ$, characterised in that:

a reinforcing rubber (10) is disposed between the body portion and the turn-up portion of the carcass over a distance of 0.15SH to 0.25SH outward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position and over a distance of 0.20SH to 0.30SH inward in the tire radial direction from the maximum carcass width position, the reinforcing rubber having a modulus of elasticity M at 300% elongation ranging from 60 to 100 kgf/cm² and a rebound resilience coefficient R in a range $0.4 < R < 0.7$.

2. The pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads according to claim 1, wherein

a distance $m1$ is defined as a distance of the inclined area of the tread rubber in the tire width direction, the distance
m1 ranging from 0.08SH to 0.10SH, and a distance m2 is defined as a distance in the tire radial direction from the tread center to the turn-off point, the distance m2 ranging from 0.08SH to 0.10SH.

3. The pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
when the tire is mounted to the application rim, inflated with the specified internal pressure, and applied with a load corresponding to a specified mass, an angle \( \gamma \) is defined as an acute angle that the line joining the intersection between the virtual line and the tire outer surface and the maximum tire width position forms with respect to the virtual line, the virtual line passing through the maximum carcass width position in the direction parallel to the tire rotation axis, and the angle \( \gamma \) satisfying a relationship \( 70^\circ \leq \gamma \leq 90^\circ \).

4. The pneumatic radial tire for heavy loads according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
a radially outermost end (10a) of the reinforcing rubber is positioned further inward in the tire radial direction than the maximum tire width position.

Patentansprüche

1. Radialluftreifen für Schwertransporte, umfassend einen Laufflächenabschnitt (1), ein Paar Seitenwandabschnitte (2), ein Paar einen jeweiligen inneren Wulstkernen (4) aufweisender Wulstabschnitte (3), eine radiale Karkasse (5), welche aus zumindest einer Karkassenanlage besteht, welche einen Körperabschnitt (5a) einschließt, welcher sich torusförmig zwischen den Wulstkernen der Wulstabschnitte erstreckt und nach oben umgeschlagene Abschnitte (5b), welche entlang der Wulstkerne nach oben umgeschlagen sind, und einen Laufflächenguß, welcher auf einer äußeren Umfangsseite eines Kronenbereichs der Karkasse angeordnet ist, wobei
in einem breitseitigen Querschnitt des Reifens, wenn der Reifen auf einer Einsatzfelge montiert ist und auf einen vorgegebenen Innendruck gefüllt ist, ein Ausschaltpunkt (T) an einem Ende eines geneigten Bereichs (9) definiert ist, welcher sowohl nach außen in der Reifenbreitenrichtung als auch nach innen in einer Reifenradialrichtung von einem Laufflächen-Grundkontaktköpfe (E) des Laufflächengußes angeordnet ist; eine Position maximaler Reifenbreite (B) weiter nach außen in der Reifenbreitenrichtung als eine Reifenaußenfläche, welche einer Position maximaler Karkassenbreite (C) und dem Ausschaltpunkt entspricht, und auch weiter nach außen in der Reifenradialrichtung als die Position maximaler Karkassenbreite und weiter nach innen in der Reifenradialrichtung als der Ausschaltpunkt angeordnet ist;
ein Winkel \( \alpha \) als ein spitzer Winkel definiert ist, welcher von einer Linie, welche einen Schnittpunkt (D) zwischen einer virtuellen Linie und der Reifenaußenfläche und die Position maximaler Reifenbreite verbindet, relativ zu der Reifenradialrichtung gebildet wird, wobei die virtuelle Linie durch die Position maximaler Karkassenbreite in einer zu einer Reifenfendrehachse parallelen Richtung verläuft, und wobei der Winkel eine Beziehung \( 0 < \alpha \leq 30^\circ \) erfüllt; und ein Abstand h als ein Abstand in der Reifenradialrichtung, von einem Laufflächenmittelpunkt (A) bis zur Position maximaler Reifenbreite definiert ist, wobei der Abstand h sich im Bereich zwischen 0,20SH und 0,40SH befindet, wobei SH die Reifenquerschnittshöhe ist, und ein Winkel \( \beta \) als ein spitzer Winkel definiert ist, welcher von einer Linie, welche die Position maximaler Reifenbreite mit dem Abschaltpunkt verbindet, in Bezug auf die Reifenradialrichtung gebildet wird, wobei der Winkel \( \beta \) eine Beziehung \( 0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ \) erfüllt; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Verstärkungsguße (10) zwischen dem Körperabschnitt und dem nach oben umgeschlagenen Abschnitt der Karkasse über einen Abstand von 0,15SH bis 0,25SH nach außen in der Reifenradialrichtung von der Position maximaler Karkassenbreite und über einen Abstand von 0,20SH bis 0,30SH nach innen in der Reifenradialrichtung von der Position maximaler Karkassenbreite angeordnet ist, wobei der Verstärkungsguße einen Elastizitätsmodul M bei 300%-er Ausdehnung aufweist, welcher von 60 bis 100 kgf/cm² liegt und einen Rückprall-Elastizitätskoeffizienten R in einem Bereich 0,4 < R < 0,7 aufweist.

2. Radialluftreifen für Schwertransporte nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Abstand m1 als ein Abstand des geneigten Bereichs des Laufflächengußes in der Reifenbreitenrichtung definiert ist, wobei der Abstand m1 zwischen 0,08SH und 0,10SH liegt, und ein Abstand m2 als Abstand in der Reifenradialrichtung vom Laufflächenmittelpunkt bis zum Ausschaltpunkt definiert ist, wobei der Abstand m2 zwischen 0,08SH und 0,10SH liegt.

3. Radialluftreifen für Schwertransporte nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
wenn der Reifen auf einer Einsatzfelge montiert, auf den vorgegebenen Innendruck gefüllt und einer Beanspruchung entsprechend einer vorgegebenen Masse ausgesetzt ist, ein Winkel \( \gamma \) als ein spitzer Winkel definiert ist, welcher von der Linie, welche den Schnittpunkt zwischen der virtuellen Linie und der Reifenaußenfläche und die Position
maximaler Reifenbreite verbindet, relativ zu der virtuellen Linie gebildet wird, wobei die virtuelle Linie durch die Position maximaler Karkassenbreite in der zur Reifenachse parallelen Richtung verläuft und der Winkel $\gamma$ eine Beziehung $70^\circ \leq \gamma \leq 90^\circ$ erfüllt.

4. Radialluftreifen für Schwertransporte nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei ein radial äußerstes Ende (10a) des Verstärkungsgummis weiter nach innen in der Reifenradialrichtung als die Position maximaler Reifenbreite angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Bandage pneumatique radial pour charges lourdes, comprenant une partie de bande de roulement (1), une paire de parties de flanc (2), une paire de parties de talon (3) comportant chacune une tringle (4), une carresse radiale (5) composée d’au moins une nappe de carresse englobant une partie de corps (5a) s’étendant toroidalement entre les tringles des parties de talon et des parties retournées (5b), retournées vers le haut le long des tringles, et une gomme de bande de roulement agencée sur un côté circonférentiel extérieur d’une région de sommet de la carresse, dans lequel :

dans la section transversale dans le sens de la largeur du bandage pneumatique, le bandage pneumatique étant monté sur une jante d’application et gonflé à une pression interne spécifiée : un point de sortie (T) est défini au niveau d’une extrémité d’une région inclinée (9), inclinée vers l’extérieur dans une direction de la largeur du bandage pneumatique et vers l’intérieur dans une direction radiale du bandage pneumatique à partir d’une extrémité de la bande de roulement en contact avec le sol (E) de la gomme de bande de roulement ;
une position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique (B) est positionnée davantage vers l’extérieur, dans la direction de la largeur du bandage pneumatique, qu’une surface externe du bandage pneumatique correspondant à une position à largeur maximale de la carresse (C) et au point de sortie, et est également positionnée davantage vers l’extérieur, dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, que la position à largeur maximale de la carresse et davantage vers l’intérieur, dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, que le point de sortie ;
un angle $\alpha$ est défini comme un angle aigu, formé par une ligne reliant une intersection (D) entre une ligne virtuelle et la surface externe du bandage pneumatique, et la position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique, par rapport à la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, la ligne virtuelle passant à travers la position à largeur maximale de la carresse, dans une direction parallèle à un axe de rotation du bandage pneumatique, l’angle $\alpha$ satisfaisant une relation de $0 < \alpha \leq 30^\circ$ ; et
une distance $h$ est définie comme une distance dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, d’un centre de la bande de roulement (A) vers la position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique, la distance $h$ étant comprise entre 0,20$SH$et 0,40$SH$, $SH$ représentant une hauteur de section du bandage pneumatique, et un angle $\beta$ est défini comme un angle aigu formée par une ligne reliant la position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique et le point de sortie par rapport à la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, l’angle $\beta$ satisfaisant une relation de $0 \leq \beta < 30^\circ$ ;

caractérisé en ce que :

une gomme de renforcement (10) est agencée entre la partie de corps et la partie retournée de la carresse, sur une distance comprise entre 0,15$SH$ et 0,25$SH$, vers l’extérieur dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, à partir de la position à largeur maximale de la carresse, et sur une distance comprise entre 0,20$SH$ et 0,30$SH$ vers l’intérieur dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, à partir de la position à largeur maximale de la carresse, la gomme de renforcement ayant un module d’élasticité $M$ en présence d’un allongement de 300% compris entre 60 et 100 kgf/cm², et un coefficient de résilience de rebondissement $R$ dans un intervalle de $0,4 < R < 0,7$.

2. Bandage pneumatique radial pour charges lourdes selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

une distance $m1$ est définie comme une distance de la région inclinée de la gomme de bande de roulement, dans la direction de la largeur du bandage pneumatique, la distance $m1$ étant comprise dans un intervalle allant de 0,8$SH$ à 0,10$SH$, et une distance $m2$ est définie comme une distance dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, du centre de la bande de roulement vers le point de sortie, la distance $m2$ étant comprise entre 0,08$SH$ et 0,10$SH$. 
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3. Bandage pneumatique radial pour charges lourdes selon les revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel :

lorsque le bandage pneumatique est monté sur la jante d’application, gonflé à la pression interne spécifiée et une charge y étant appliquée, correspondant à une masse spécifiée, un angle γ est défini comme un angle aigu formé par une ligne reliant l’intersection entre la ligne virtuelle et la surface externe du bandage pneumatique et la position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique, par rapport à la ligne virtuelle, la ligne virtuelle passant à travers la position à largeur maximale de la carcasse, dans la direction parallèle à l’axe de rotation du bandage pneumatique, l’angle γ satisfaisant une relation de $70^\circ < \gamma \leq 90^\circ$.

4. Bandage pneumatique radial pour charges lourdes selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel :

une extrémité radialement la plus externe (10a) de la gomme de renforcement est positionnée davantage vers l’intérieur dans la direction radiale du bandage pneumatique, que la position à largeur maximale du bandage pneumatique.
FIG. 2
FIG. 6

(a)

(b)
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